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Dove of Peace Craft
Here’s a fun way to make a dove decoration.
Wings

1

Instructions
Print and cut out the
templates and olive branch
on pages 3 and 4.

2

On a piece of A4 card draw
around the dove’s body
and cut it out.

3

Draw an eye and colour in
a beak on the dove’s body
shape. Stick the olive
branch behind the beak.

Draw on an
eye and
beak.

You will need:
One 23cm diameter white paper plate,
one sheet A4 white card, pencil, ruler,
double-sided tape, scissors, orange and
black pen, a rubber and white thread.

Please remember to recycle this activity

Stick the olive
branch behind
the beak

Cut out the templates
and olive branch.
Tail

Body

Body
Template

Draw around the
body template
with a pencil.
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Place the wing template on to the
plate front so the wing edges go
over the fluted pattern on the plate.
With a pencil draw around the
wings. Mark where the template
has dotted lines.
Draw around the tail template in the
space left on the plate. Cut out the
wings and tail.
Place double-sided tape on the tail, the
side that would have been the back of
the plate and stick to the dove’s body.
Draw a line on the wings to join up your
marks using a pencil and ruler, this will
score the card. Fold the wings in half
bending backwards. Bend the wings
in the other direction where you
have scored the card. Rub out the
pencil lines.
To attach the wings. Place double-sided
tape on what would have been the back
of the plate, down the middle of the
wings as shown.
Stick the wings to the dove’s body by
placing the body between the fold in
the wings where your tape is.
Next place a piece of thread under
the back wing and tie a knot. Hang
your dove decoration up!

Mark where the dotted lines are on
the template. Make sure you draw
them on the wings so you can see
them when you cut the wings out.

Stick the tail
on to the body.

Wings

Draw around the wing
and tail templates.
Put double
sided tape
down the
middle on
the back of
the plate.

Place the wings over the
dove‛s body and stick
together by pinching
the body between
the folded wing.

Fold the wings
in half, folding
backwards.
Draw lines
where your
marks are
to score.
The double-sided tape
is between the folds.
Fold the wings in the
opposite direction where
the score marks are.
Rub out the pencil lines.

You now have a fantastic

Dove of Peace decoration!

Put thread
around the back
wing. Tie a knot
then hang up.

Please remember to recycle this activity

Push wings back
up slightly.

Cut the templates out.
Tail

Olive branch

Body
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Wings

Guide for
score lines
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